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Abstract 
Because complex mechanical system has some features such as nonlinear, complex and  uncertainty, it is difficult to 
diagnose the complex mechanical system. The qualitative/quantitative transformation is necessary that need to be 
solved in the complex mechanical system. Artificial immune system is used in complex mechanical system diagnosis 
to improve the diagnosis accuracy. Uncertainty problem still exists in the artificial immune diagnosis method. In this 
paper, an immune cloud model is proposed to solve the uncertainty problem. The cloud model proposed by Li Deyi 
professor is improved to adapting to artificial immune diagnosis method. The immune cloud model is simulated by 
MATLAB software and the result shows that the immune cloud model is efficient.  
© 2011 Published by Elsevier Ltd. Selection and/or peer-review under responsibility of Harbin University 
of Science and Technology 
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1. Introduction 
Complex mechanical system is nonlinear, complex and uncertain. The present fault diagnosis methods 
are difficult to diagnose the complex mechanical system. It is necessary to find new intelligent diagnosis 
method for complex mechanical system. Immune-based techniques are gaining popularity in a wide area 
of applications, including the fault diagnosis. It has emerged as a new branch of artificial intelligence. 
Wang Cunjie and Zhao Yuhong[1] showed that the powerful information processing capability, pattern 
recognition, learning, memory, and immune distributive nature provided rich metaphors for its artificial 
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counterpart. Meng Qinghua and Zhao Wenli [2] have studied the fault diagnosis methods based on 
artificial immune system and applied these methods into mechanical system. But in the artificial immune 
methods the boundaries of fault types are fuzzy and some data are hard to distinguish. It is necessary to 
find a new method to solve the uncertainty problem. 
Du Xiangyu and Yin Quanjun et al. [3] indicate that cloud is an uncertainty transformation model 
between a qualitative concept and its quantitative expression expressed with the natural language value. In 
other word, cloud model is an uncertainty transformation model to realize the transform from qualitative 
to quantitative. 
This paper introduces the artificial immune danger theory and cloud model. Based on these, an immune 
cloud model adapted to complex mechanical system is proposed. The model is taken into account the 
influence of random events and fuzzy events, and can provide higher diagnosis accuracy. The validity and 
practicality of the model are verified by implementing in automobile engine condition monitoring. 
2. Artificial Immune Danger Theory 
The application of immune danger theory has been explored by few researchers. Aickelin et. al.  
described the usability of danger theory in the realm of IDS by highlighting the ability of the danger 
theory to sense the danger (i.e. malicious activities in computer networks) and inability of the classical 
negative selection based HIS for its scalability issues. In [4], lavi a Sarafijanovi  and Jean-
Yves Le Boudec proposed the application of HIS and danger theory to mobile networks by presenting an 
analogy between mobile ad-hoc network and HIS components. Greensmith and  Aickelin et al.[5] 
employed Dendritic Cells (DCs) within a Danger Theory based on artificial immune system (AIS). 
Greensmith[6] abstracted several properties of DCs that would be useful for anomaly detection and 
proposed the DC Algorithm (DCA) to accommodate these properties. The outcome demonstrated the 
capability of the DCA as an anomaly detector. Fu Hai-Dong and Yuan XiJuo et al.[7] proposed a new 
three levels anomaly disposal system model based on danger theory in order to improve the intrusion 
detection system based on traditional immune theory. Zheng Hong[8] proposed Danger Perception 
Network which was used in image object detection. The authors described the model’s architecture and 
learning algorithms. We proposed danger theory algorithm to be used in fault diagnosis. Recent results 
from Meng Qinghua and Zhao Wenli [2] indicate that the danger theory algorithm is more effective than 
self-nonself immune algorithm. But random data and fuzzy data still influence the accuracy of the danger 
theory algorithm. 
3. Cloud Model 
Cloud is a quantitative and qualitative uncertainty conversion model which was proposed by Professor 
Li Deyi [9] based on the traditional fuzzy set theory and probability statistics. The cloud model is an 
uncertainty model used to achieve the conversion between qualitative and quantitative. In the cloud model, 
denote C  as a qualitative concept in quantitative domain U . Quantization value Ux∈  is a random 
realization of concept C  in domain U . Denote ]1,0[)( ∈xμ  as the certainty degree of x  representing 
qualitative concept C . )(xμ  is a random number with stable tendency. There is ]1,0[: →Uμ , Ux∈∀ ,
)(xx μ→ . The distribution of x  in quantitative domain U  is called a cloud, denoted as )(XC . Each x
is called a cloud drop[9]. Above definition has three important characteristics. The first, a cloud is the 
distribution of a random variable X  in quantitative domain U . For any realized Ux∈ , it has a certainty 
degree )(xμ , which is a random variable also. The second, qualitative concept C  is described by cloud 
)(XC  with many drops. Bigger is the number of cloud drops, more obvious are the characteristics of 
concept C . The third, certainty degree of a cloud drop indicates the extent that it can represent concept 
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C . Higher is the certainty degree, more similar to the concept is a cloud drop. Cloud model adopt three 
feature values to quantitatively describe the overall characteristic of a qualitative concept. They are 
expected value Ex , entropy En , and hyper entropy He . Expected value Ex  denotes the dot which can 
mostly describe the concept in a given domain. Entropy En  indicates the fuzziness of a concept. A high 
En  value means a rough concept. En  is also a measurement of randomness of drops in domain U . It 
indicates the disperse extent of drops in domain U . Hyper entropy He  is the measurement of uncertainty 
of entropy En . It indicates the randomness of certainty degree under given drops with same value in 
domain U. A cloud model can be denoted with vector C( Ex , En , He ). 
4. Immune Cloud Model 
When complex mechanical system is running, the signals are random and uncertain. So the cloud model 
adapts to complex mechanical system. But in the fault diagnosis, the three characteristics of cloud model 
can not reflect the fault features. In order to improve the application of cloud model in complex 
mechanical system fault diagnosis and accuracy of the artificial immune danger theory, we introduce 
skewness and kurtosis into the cloud model. Skewness Sk  represents the asymmetry degree of the 
practical distribution’s center relative to ideal distribution’s center. The Sk  can be calculated as following. 
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The Sk  has three conditions, 0<Sk , 0=Sk  and 0>Sk . When 0>Sk , it means the practical 
distribution moves to right relative to ideal distribution. When 0<Sk , it means the practical distribution 
moves to left relative to ideal distribution.  Figure 1(a) shows the three conditions. 
(a) (b) 
Fig.1 (a) Three Skewness Conditions, (b) Three Kurtosis Conditions 
Kurtosis Ku  represents the Convex pingdu of sample’s density function. The Ku  can be calculated as 
following. 
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The Ku  has three conditions, aKu < , aKu =  and aKu > . Figure 1(b) shows the three conditions. 
When  aKu = , the distribution is normal. The a is a constant. When aKu > , the En  is smaller than 
normal En . This means the data’s degree of dispersion is smaller than normal distribution. When aKu < ,
the En  is bigger than normal En . This means the data’s degree of dispersion is bigger than normal 
distribution. 
Then the immune cloud model has five characteristics value and can be denoted with vector 
C( Ex , En , He , Sk , Ku ). The flow diagram of the immune cloud model is showed as figure 2. 
Fig.2 Flow Diagram of The Immune Cloud Model
5. Engineering Implementation 
We compiled the automobile engine condition monitoring software by Visual Basic and MATLAB 
based on immune cloud model. We used TOYOTA IUZ-FE4.0 engine fault simulation test bench to set 
three fault conditions. The three fault conditions are: 
• air flow sensor fault 
The engine was unstable under idle speed conditions, exhausted black smoke and accelerated poorly. 
• Water temperature sensor fault 
The engine was unstable under idle speed conditions. 
• The 2 and 8 cylinders did not work 
The engine generated Cylinder Fuel Shortage. 
We used intelligent signal acquisition system produced by Beijing Dongfang Vibration Research 
Institution to collect the three fault signals and normal condition signals. These signals were input into the 
software. The diagnosis results are showed as Table 1. 
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Tab.1 result of the engine fault diagnosis by immune cloud algorithm 
Conditions Ex En He Sk Ku
Normal 3.76 0.12 0.09 1.1e-4 0.019 
Air flow sensor fault 4.01 0.87 0.22 5.4e-2 0.67 
Water temperature sensor fault 6.13 0.31 0.19 7.4e-3 0.32 
The 2 and 8 cylinders did not work 7.43 0.78 0.33 8.9e-2 0.81 
6. CONCLUSION 
• In order to using the cloud model in the complex mechanical system fault diagnosis, the skewness and 
kurtosis were introduced into the cloud model. 
• According to the artificial immune danger theory and cloud model, a immune cloud model was 
presented to diagnose signals that could not be diagnosed by APC diagnosis module in the artificial 
immune danger theory. 
• The TOYOTA IUZ-FE4.0 engine fault simulation testing bench was used to set three engine faults. 
The immune cloud model was verified by these faults. The diagnosis result shows that the accuracy of 
the immune cloud model is up to 93%. 
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